HughesNet Internet Continuity
HughesNet Internet Continuity is an
affordable connectivity backup service that
seamlessly delivers broadband Internet
when your primary service fails, making
costly outages a thing of the past.

Backup Service
HughesNet Internet Continuity enables
businesses to stay connected when
primary Internet service is down.
For Your Business
HughesNet Internet Continuity is ideal
for small businesses like yours, that need
to stay connected when DSL or cable
services go down.
Satellite Internet

90% of businesses have experienced
unexpected Internet downtime.‡

HughesNet Internet Continuity is satellite
Internet, so it’s above the risks faced by
terrestrial options, ensuring your Internet
stays up, no matter what goes down.
Get the business continuity service that’s
above the rest.

Why HughesNet Internet Continuity?
Diverse Connection

Works Seamlessly

Affordable

Diversifying with a satellite
Internet backup will make your
business Internet connection less
vulnerable to terrestrial dangers.

The transition from your primary

Provides protection against
costly Internet outages and loss
of business at a price that is
more affordable than terrestrial
backup solutions.

FREE

STANDARD
INSTALLATION†
Limited-time offer

service to your HughesNet
Internet Continuity backup
service is automatic and
eliminates downtime in the event
your primary service fails.

SAVE $60
INSTANTLY!††
Offer ends 11/28/18

Call to order today!
844-324-2177
Visit internetcontinuity.HughesNet.com.
See Reverse for More Information

‡Adweek: http://www.adweek.com/digital/90-percent-companies-experienced-unexpected-downtime-infographic/

Speeds

25 Mbps

Price

2 GB

3 Mbps

Download Speeds*

Lease

Data

Upload Speeds*

$

PER MONTH*

PER MONTH

Purchase

24-month Commitment

39.99

24-month Commitment

Standard Installation

FREE†

Standard Installation

$300.00

Antenna, Radio, and Modem

$19.99/mo.

Antenna, Radio, and Modem

$299.99

Automatic Failover Router

$60.00 $0††

Automatic Failover Router

$60.00 $0††

Lease Set-up Fee

$99.99

OR

SAVE $60 INSTANTLY††

SAVE $60 INSTANTLY††

Offer ends 11/28/18

FREE STANDARD INSTALLATION†

Offer ends 11/28/18

Limited-time offer

No-commitment option available. Call for more details!

Maintenance Plan Options
Express Repair
Premium
$11.95/mo.

Next Business Day
(8 am–5 pm)
$19.95/mo.

Next Calendar Day
(8 am–5 pm)
$22.75/mo.

Same Day
(12/7)
$25.75/mo.

Same Day
(24/7)
$27.75/mo.

Need More Data?
Your HughesNet Internet Continuity plan includes 2 GB of data for use each month. If your business needs
more or if you would like to plan ahead for a longer outage, you may purchase and reserve additional data at
any time. Additional data can be purchased in the form of Data Tokens and does not expire. Each token is
$3/GB and will be used automatically after your monthly allowance is used in full.

FREE

STANDARD
INSTALLATION†
Limited-time offer

SAVE $60
INSTANTLY!††
Offer ends 11/28/18

Call to order today!
844-324-2177
Visit internetcontinuity.HughesNet.com.

* If you exceed your monthly plan data, you will experience speeds of 100 kbps, until the next billing cycle. Restore your service to full speed immediately with
the purchase of Data Tokens.
† Free standard installation applies to new Lease subscribers only. Not valid with Purchase option. Limited-time offer.
†† $60 instant savings applies to new subscribers. Offer ends 11/28/18. Restrictions may apply. Offer void where prohibited.
Speeds and uninterrupted use are not guaranteed and may vary based on a variety of factors including: the configuration of your computer, the number of
concurrent users, network or Internet congestion, the capabilities and content of the websites you are accessing, network management practices as deemed
necessary, and other factors. When you connect to the HughesNet service using Wi-Fi, your experience will vary based on your proximity to the Wi-Fi source
and the strength of the signal.
Minimum term required. Monthly service and early termination fees apply. Visit legal.HughesNet.com for details.
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